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Abstract 

Online consumer reviews (OCRs) provide product information and recommendations 
especially pictures in reviews depict the true information about the product. This study 
investigates the influence of pictured reviews on online seller (for a particular product of a 
seller) rating with moderating effect of price, brand type (foreign vs local), goods type 
(experience vs search), and brand familiarity. Multiple robust linear regression analysis with 
moderation interaction and quadratic effect used to explain the relationship of the 
explanatory variables with the criterion variable. We collected cross-sectional data from the 
two most renowned Chinese online shopping platforms (B2C) of total 15,621 product links. 
Results show that higher number of reviews with a low ratio of picture reviews response 
negative effect on rating, whereas the lower number of reviews with a high ratio of picture 
reviews response positive effect on the rating. In overall picture in the reviews improve the 
online seller product rating. For the moderation effect, results show that price and brand 
familiarity have a positive interaction effect on the relation of pictured reviews and rating 
whereas experience goods have less negative effect comparing search goods. Finally, local 
brand has less negative interaction effect comparing foreign brand to pictured reviews and 
rating. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, the evolvement of E-commerce is remarkable with the aid of the internet 
and information technology. According to report, worldwide e-commerce selling quantity 
touched $2 trillion in 2018 as well as its quantity predicted to be more than twice by 2021 [1].  
Adopting the ecommerce technology, consumer behavior has been changed for online 
shopping process. Electronic word-of-mouth (eWOM) is the key factor to motivate this 
consumer behavior and online consumer reviews (OCRs) are considered as an extension of 
eWOM which are very important for both consumer and seller. Before purchasing the goods, 
nowadays consumers focus on eWOM specially OCR to get the product information details 
from previous buyers.  eWOM provides reliable and important information about the goods 
which is very helpful to buy goods from both online and offline. Presently it is the most 
active research area for academics and considered as potential source of product information 
to the consumers for their purchasing decision [2-4].  Consumers actively rely on the 
information from eWOM to buy products such as booking a hotel, movie watching, retail 
product etc. as well as buying their product offline. By the advantages of ecommerce and 
social media, consumers can review the product after purchasing the goods which are 
potentially helpful for the future buyer as a recommendation and trustful information 
reflecting their decision-making process when considering to buy the goods [5]. On the 
internet, OCR influences are omnipresent as a form of recommendations, review contents, 
and numerical ratings and consumer influenced each other by this influences [5].  

In OCR, consumers usually generate two kinds of information after purchasing the goods: 
an overall numerical rating or individual rating of quality, service, packaging etc. and the 
review contents with text or text with pictures. These reviews and ratings are the most 
influential part of OCR and consumers can easily get the reviews and ratings of a product in 
order to make a purchasing decision. Rating becomes the lucid and consumer first looking 
for rating information while purchasing the product. In this context, online rating becomes 
one of the most trusted and significant sources when making online purchasing decisions and 
considered them as trustworthy. Nielsen [6] found that online rating considered as a second 
most-trusted source of brand information after recommendations from friends and family. 
Both manufacturers and sellers are sensitive to this rating and follow-up the rating record. 
Consumers willing to pay more than 20 percent higher price for excellent (5 star) rating than 
Good(4 star) rating which transparently shows the influence of rating on price [7]. On the 
other hand, review contents exert the particular feelings of consumers and are key to 
understand the effect of OCR by review contents [8]. However, review contents with rating 
have particular interaction and consumers have different sentiments while posting them 
together. Review contents along with text and pictures together are more symmetric since 
they display the true information of the product and consumer satisfaction, and reflect the 
rating.  

Nevertheless, some researchers and practitioners investigated related domain to visual 
presentation as a stimuli of consumer behavior such as product image views and size [9], 
visual information effects [10], music and goods presentation modes [11], 3D effects [12], 
video effects [13], image interactivity [14], and image contexts [15]. In the context of OCR, 
only a few researchers have so far analyzed pictured reviews effects to the rating. In addition 
very few researchers investigated the influence of the pictured existence in reviews to rating 
relationship especially with the moderating role of product price, brand type (local brand vs. 
foreign brand) and goods type (search vs. experience). 
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Extending the existing research towards OCR, the goal of this study is to broaden the 
knowledge about the influence of pictured reviews on ratings especially the moderating role 
to the relation of picture reviews and ratings. In this steam of research, we analyzed and 
presented the quadratic effect of pictured reviews and moderating role effect by deploying 
robust multiple linear regression analysis.   

Specifically, our investigation focused on the following questions: 
(1) How do the pictured reviews influence the rating? 
(2) How do the price, brand and goods type (search vs experienced) interact with 

pictured reviews and ratings? 
In the following sections, we present the literature review and hypotheses. Subsequently, 

we report a methodology of 2 (search goods) x 2 (experience goods) for the data analysis. 
Finally, we conclude by discussing the results and presenting suggested future research 
directions in this area. 

2. Literature review and hypotheses 
This paper focused on two strands of literature. First, it goes through online consumer 
reviews (OCR), an extension of electronic word of mouth (eWOM) in particular user-
generated content (UGC) such as ratings and review contents. Second, it complements 
studies investigating the moderating role to the relation of pictured reviews and rating in 
online markets for the price, brand type, and goods type. 

2.1. Online Consumer Reviews (OCR) and social proof 
OCRs are considered the most active and growing research area in the various field of 
ecommerce such as B2C, C2C, Hotel, Tourism, Foods, and Consultancy etc. Many 
researchers have actively examined the various effects of eWOM and OCR in different areas 
such as consumer behavior, trust, purchasing decision etc. [16-19]. OCRs are the good proxy 
of eWOM which greatly influencing the consumer purchasing decision and many firms use 
these OCRs as their new marketing tool [20]. Alike traditional advertising, information 
provided by sellers, third party websites, recommendations through OCRs are used as digital 
marketing as a form of eWOM which provides an effective and reliable source of 
information and influencing consumer purchasing decisions [21]. Before purchasing a 
product, consumers search for product information and gather relevant production 
information from OCRs [22]. Just after the recommendations of family and friend, OCRs can 
be treated as second trustful source of information for a particular product [6]. Compared to 
seller-generated product descriptions, OCRs which are generated by consumers are more 
user-friendly and describe the product usage, application, suitability, and quality [23]. OCRs 
not only describe the product information but also indicates seller quality. Thus, OCRs play 
the vital role of information to the consumers who purchase the goods for the first time.  
OCRs now considered as a good way for marketing, it is believed that it can reflect 
consumer purchasing decisions and behavior. Besides posting the product advertisement and 
information in online forums, social media, and ecommerce site nowadays many firms 
encourage their customer to diffuse their product information as a form of eWOM [17] as 
well as some sellers strategically applied these OCRs tools to motivate consumer purchasing 
decisions and preferences [16] 

OCRs can help consumers, sellers, and manufacturers in various way. First, for the 
consumer they can express their satisfaction, disappointment and recommendation through 
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OCR after purchasing the product. This expression through OCR will benefit future 
consumer to know about their preferred goods. Alternatively, this can benefit sellers to 
recover and improve service, loyalty, and product quality that brings more customer and 
retain regular customers [24]. Second, OCRs can be used as digital marketing tool that can 
facilitate seller to improve selling rate. OCRs also cultivate customer loyalty and trust that 
helping seller for price premium [18].  Third, information generated through OCRs reflect 
the consumer demand, preference, and attention which can help sellers to know customer 
demand and gaining a new customer, on the other hand, it can help manufacturers to improve 
product quality and additional features [25]. Table 1 summarizes recent important findings 
of OCRs. 

 
Table 1. Summary of important findings of OCR from recent literature 

 

Authors Data Source Key Findings 

Chevalier and 
Mayzlin [18] 

Amazon.com, 
Barnesandnoble.com 

Review contents are more preferred than OCRs 
summary statistics numbers and five-star reviews are 
less influential than one-star review and consumer 
read the one-star review carefully.  

Hu et al. [26] Amazon.com 
When reading the OCRs, consumers focus on 
reviewer reputation, reviewer expressions, and 
emotions. 

Zhang et al. 
[21] Amazon.com 

Review valence on persuasiveness is moderated by 
the reviewed product consumption goals of a 
consumer.  

Mudambi and 
Schuff [27] Amazon.com 

Perceived helpfulness of OCRs influenced by 
product type, review acuteness and depth. Product 
type also moderates the review acuteness effect on 
OCRs perceived helpfulness.  

Cao et al. [28] CNETD 
Consumers pay more attention to semantic and 
extreme reviews rather than basic, mixed, common 
and fancy reviews when reading review contents.  

Korfiatis et al. 
[29] Amazon.co.uk 

In the context of perceived helpfulness of OCRs, 
review readability is more effective than its length. 
Consumers skip lengthy and vague review contents. 

Lee and Shin 
[30] 

Simulation 
experiment 

In the presence of reviewers’ photo, review quality 
significantly impacts the website evaluation. In the 
case of product evaluation of search goods, review 
quality has a momentous influence on the consumer 
purchasing decision. 

Huang et al. 
[31] Amazon.com 

Characteristics of a reviewer and review messages 
have a varying degree of impact on review 
helpfulness.  

Qazi et al. 
[32] TripAdvisor Perceived helpfulness of OCR is influenced by 

review type and a number of concepts. 

Zhou et al. 
[33] 

Amazon.com, 
Amazon.cn 

When reading the OCRs, Americans conscious 
about internal product features and product detail 
information, on the other hand, Chinese aware of 
external product features and feelings of a consumer. 
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When writing reviews, Americans directly express 
their opinion whereas Chinese use an indirect 
expression in their contents. 

Munzel [34] restocritics.com 
The more identity-descriptive information is 
disclosed about the reviewer, the more trustworthy 
the review source will be evaluated. 

Huang et al. 
[35] Amazon.com 

Fonts used in OCRs have an effect through 
consumers perceived reviewer credibility and it 
vanishes when consumers are motivated to 
elaborate.  

Gavilan et al. 
[36] 

Booking.com, 
TripAdvisor.com 

Consumers trust high rating along with the high 
number of reviews where consumers trust for low 
rating with less effect of review number 

 
Through the Table 1, recent literature review research and investigations show that how 

scholar and practitioners particularly emphasis on various elements of OCRs such as review 
helpfulness, review influence, review valence, review readability, review acuteness, review 
expressions, reviewers photo, consumer trust on review and rating, and so on. Furthermore, 
some researchers shown their research interest and investigated about digital product 
presentation such as interactive persuasion [14], image contexts [15], image size [9], 3D 
effects [12], video effects [13], visual and verbal information effects [37], goods presentation 
ways [11]. However, a very few researchers be aware of and not investigated the picture 
effects in the reviews to rating in the context of OCR.  

 

2.1.1 Form of OCRs 
In ecommerce OCRs consist of two parts: rating, an overall numerical rating or individual 
rating for quality, service, product information, packaging etc. submitted by the consumer 
after purchasing and receiving/consuming the goods; reviews, an overall review contents for 
each product order that received/consumed by the user. The content consists either text with 
emotions or textual with pictures and consumer need to handle and lookup this triad 
information when they buy a product online. On the contrary, consumers have different 
sentiments when posting the OCRs by these triad relations together. Ratings are the overall 
measurement of seller or product statistics which are the easiest way to understand and it 
represents the large quantity of information. For the consumer, it is also convenient and easy 
to generate rating to measure the seller, goods or service. Consumers can easily establish 
selection criteria for the seller/product/service such as only options over 4 in a 5 scale rating. 
When searching or choosing a product, consumers firstly lookup the rating summary which 
is readily understandable informational cue [23]. Product ratings come from the certain 
number of reviews and these review numbers and contents display the social proof of the 
product popularity as well as awareness of product or service quality and advise.  
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2.1.2 Role of consumer-generated pictures (CGPs) in OCRs 
Consumers express their feelings and shopping experience through review texts and pictures. 
When the consumers extremely satisfied or dissatisfied, they are more likely to express their 
feelings and shopping experience through OCRs [38]. Aral and Walker [39] found that 
future ratings are biased by prior ratings in the presence of a positive social influence of the 
product. When the consumers searching product information, they are likely to be biased by 
OCRs [19]. A recent study shows that consumers trust high rating along with the high 
number of reviews where consumers trust low rating with less effect of review numbers [36]. 
Like trust, consumers have different sentiment and situation while giving reviews. Textual 
reviews can sometimes be fake due to the lacking of proper evidence especially pictures. 
Some study conducted research on fake reviews [34, 40]. Comparing textual reviews, picture 
reviews are more authentic. Since it delineates the real information of the product and 
purchasing evidence. Picture presence in the reviews can improve the review quality and 
cognitive ability (See Fig. 1A and 1B) as well as symmetric information.  

Consumers can post different angle of product pictures such as usage, logistics, 
packaging, features, outlook design etc. as evidence of purchase, which can provide a real 
sense of the product and thus attracting more consumers to view the reviews carefully. 
Different types of application of the product can come through consumer-generated pictures 
(CGPs) which can attract more consumers to buy that product. With the increase of internet 
speed and display and memory devices nowadays online retailers and marketplaces emphasis 
to add pictures, videos in the OCRs. Furthermore, consumers pay more attention to CGPs as 
an alternative and reliable source of product application and operation. Delp and Jones [41] 
found that patients paid much more attention and recalled health information better when it 
was presented with pictures than in text alone. In the context of e-commerce, Riegelsberger 
et al. [42] found that after adding the employee's photo, the online sellers pre-existing 
reputation on perceived trustworthiness of the website increased. 

Consumer behavior and experiences are explained by dual coding theory (DCT) such as 
verbal and visual presentations [43]. This visual representation activates imagery processing 
in parallel as visual stimuli to the consumer that is information encoded as a form of the 
picture [44]. In the context of word meaning O'Neill [45] found that imagery process plays a 
vital role since imagery value correlates 0.7 and concreteness value correlates 0.64 by the 
ease of word definition. Educational scholars also warranted the picture influence and 
attention in the context of the sentence and long text comprehension. Denis [46] found that 
picture formation and additional images are more beneficial for text comprehension as well 
as subjects remembering capacity with images are greater than without images. While 
processing the educational learning, imagery process expected to contribute better vital role 
[47]. Paivio [48] stated in the DCT that additional influences of imagery and verbal 
processing are more influential than only verbal code. Imagery systems together with 
concreteness are more influential to human memory due to particular organization abilities 
of imagery system [47, 49]. For the cognitive learning strategies program conducted by [50], 
imagery description considered as the key component.  
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Fig. 1. Picture presence in reviews for good and bad ratings 

 
Nevertheless, picture existence in OCR is increasing gradually with the internet speed as 

well as mobile device facilities. Lee and Shin [30] found that consumer review quality has a 
significant impact on the website evaluation only in the presence of consumer photos. A 
picture is worth than thousands of words and it can depict the consumer sentiment easily.  
Especially the picture in the reviews come from the consumer with a different perspective. 
Picture depicts the mode and behavior of a consumer or user. Generally, users post pictures 
in social media about the credits, happy life, and entertainment activities such as Facebook, 
Twitter, and Instagram. In this sense, consumers also post pictures when they satisfied with 
the product according to their expectation which bringing positive reviews. In some cases, 
some consumers tempt to post pictures with the bad impression for the product but in less 
portion because whenever they meet with bad product experience consumer will first contact 
with customer service and the problem may have solved prior to post the bad pictures. So 
posting the bad pictures in the reviews have less chance by rational. Sometimes the 
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consumers in the online market just skip to post the picture when they are satisfied with the 
product and wait for the product evaluation. A conceptual framework about picture existence 
influence in reviews is shown in Fig. 2.  

 

 

Fig. 2. Conceptual framework of picture existence influence in reviews 
 

In the conceptual framework when a consumer buys goods after getting true information 
from good ratings, reviews with the high ratio of pictures, usually they will satisfy and 
giving more reviews consequently increasing the sales and good reviews for a particularly 
good product. On the contrary, mostly consumer will give up the products purchasing after 
getting the true information from bad ratings, reviews with pictures consequently 
diminishing the sales of that particular product. But when the information is vague with very 
fewer pictures in reviews consumer may satisfy or dissatisfy after purchasing the product. 
For satisfaction state, they will post good reviews, which will increase the sales and good 
reviews for that product. For the dissatisfaction sate, they may post bad reviews, hence 
inducing sales diminishing of the product. Therefore, focusing on the pictured reviews and 
the seller product rating relationships consider consumer sentiment and behavior, we state in 
the following hypothesis: 
H1: Picture presence in the reviews improves the online seller product ratings 
 

2.2 Moderating role to the relation of pictured reviews and rating 

2.2.1  Price role 
Price has a significant effect to OCRs for the picture existence in reviews. Consumer tends to 
place reviews with more pictures for the higher price with satisfaction and carefulness while 
they may ignore to post the picture in reviews for the low price product. On another hand, for 
a specific product low price tends to be lower quality bringing negative reviews. Therefore, 
considering the moderating role of price to the pictured reviews and rating, we state that: 
H2a: Product price positively moderates the association between pictured reviews and 
ratings 
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2.2.2  Brand type role 
Local brands have more influence than foreign brands such as price premium, marketing, 
and community support. They are more familiar with the local environment, consumer 
behavior, and the current market situation. A consumer will support the local brand as their 
country brand. Local brand will take all this advantage and have good ratings with more 
pictures and reviews over the foreign brands. For the local brand, the seller will enhance to 
improve reviews with pictures to make their product more symmetric for customer 
expectation. On the other hand, mostly foreign brand tends to be good quality and popular 
brand. Hence, consumers are not much interested to post reviews and pictures as there is 
nothing new to demonstrate their feeling and products issues. Considering local and foreign 
brands effect to pictured reviews and rating, we state that: 
H2b: Foreign brand more negatively moderates the association between pictured reviews 
and ratings than the local brand. 

2.2.3  Good type (Search and Experience) role: 
For the online shopping and marketing channel, search and experience goods classifications 
is the effective and popular way to explore the products [51]. Many works of literature used 
this classification for their analysis in the ecommerce sector. The search/experience goods 
differentiated based on whether consumers can evaluate the goods or attributes before 
purchasing [52]. When the consumer can evaluate the goods and find all the product 
attributes information before purchasing, then the product said to be a search goods. On the 
contrary, if the product attributes not known prior purchase and consumers need to consume 
the product in order to evaluate the goods as its quality then it is categorized to experience 
goods [51, 53]. The greater the product attribute and information can sense before 
purchasing, the more search characteristics the products fall into. On the other hand, the 
greater the consumer needs haptic sense and consume the goods the more the experience 
characteristics that the product displaying. Many researchers have employed moderating 
effect of goods type in OCR analysis and found that experience-related reviews are more 
important and valuable than attribute-based reviews because they can provide more 
visualized and simulated product consumption experience [54-56]. Pictures are more 
important for experience goods since they can depict the experience after consuming the 
product and consumers look more information from reviews since they cannot find enough 
information from seller generated information. For the experience goods, sellers also 
enhance to improve reviews with pictures as evidence of product quality and popularity. 
Subsequently, pictures in reviews tend to have positive relationships with the rating for the 
experience goods rather than search goods. Therefore, we hypothesize that, 
H2c: Experience goods more positively moderates the association between pictured reviews 
and ratings than search goods 

The conceptual model shown in Fig. 3 contains the major constructs necessary for testing 
the assumptions, such as pictured reviews, price, brand type, goods type, and brand 
familiarity.  
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Fig. 3. Proposed theoretical framework 

2.2.4  Brand familiarity role 
Brand knowledge and familiarity affect the consumer behavior while posting the reviews. 
Well-known brand generally has a higher quality and positive pleasant experience to the 
consumer. Consumers tend to review positively for a well-known brand, because of their 
previous pleasant experience. In contrary, unknown brands have doubt about quality, so 
consumer negatively review for the bad products, in addition, unknown brands although 
have good quality, some consumers will not post good reviews due to unknown and doubt of 
the real quality of their product. Hence we state a hypothesis that, 
H2d: Well-known brand more positively moderates the association between pictured 
reviews and ratings than not a well-known brand. 

3. Methodology 

3.1. Data collection 
We collected 17,295 product links data from the two most renowned online marketplaces 
(jd.com and tmall.com) in China. Statista [57] report shown that tmall.com ranked with 56.7% 
market share where jd.com ranked with 27.2% market share for B2C online shopping market. 
According to [58], tmall.com secured 56.6% market share while jd.com gained 24.7% 
market share in 2016 for the retail ecommerce domain in China. iResearch-2017 also 
predicted for gross merchandise value (GMV) about $707.5 billion in 2016 and $572.0 
billion in 2015 respectively for China’s B2C industry [58]. In 2016 “Singles Day” Alibaba 
including tmall.com and taobao.com raised sales volume more than $5 billion only in the 
first hour of selling phase [59]. In the “618” another popular shopping day in China, jd.com 
had reached sales volume to $23.7 billion from June 1, 2018 to June 18, 2018 which also 
counted as 37% year over year (YOY) growth rate of jd.com [60]. Therefore, data from this 
two platform is the main reliable source of research in the field of B2C market. Data 
collected for two type of products (search and experience). For the search goods we have 
collected data for the laptop computer of 2960 products from jd.com, 1600 products from 
tmall.com [61] and mobile phone of 2768 products from jd.com, 1196 products from 
tmall.com [27]. For the experience goods we have collected data for the facial mask of 2983 
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products from jd.com, 1368 products from tmall.com and biscuit of 2937 products from 
jd.com, 1483 products from tmall.com. According to [52] anticipation, these mobile and 
laptop be a good example of search goods whereas biscuit and facial mask be a good 
example of experience goods since a user needs to consume these type of goods to get their 
experience. We created questionnaires for each category of product to collect brand 
familiarity score. Finally, all datasets combine for cross-validation.  

3.2. Sample selection 
In the datasets, there were some duplicate products, and some products are so old and 
removed by the seller. Hence, we removed all the duplicate rows of data where information 
is incomplete. We also removed the rows with missing values such as total reviews, total 
pictured reviews, and price values. Some product links appeared price with -1 values also 
deleted from the dataset. In the second step of sampling, we have removed the datasets with 
total pictured reviews 0 values since we are aware to find the relation of pictured reviews 
with ratings. In our research, pictured reviews are the ratio of the total number of reviews 
that have pictures by the total number of reviews. So any proportion with 0 value of pictured 
reviews is out of our research scope. For the rating, we have removed the all the datasets less 
than 3.5 numerical rating since the 0 rating especially there is no transaction data and below 
3.5 are considered as outlier datasets and in very less size of data.  After sampling and data 
processing, we extracted total 15,621 sets of valid datasets considered to be reliable for our 
research scope. 

3.3. Measures 

3.3.1.  Independent and dependent variable 
Our independent variable is the pictured reviews which is the ratio of the number of reviews 
consist of pictures to the total number of reviews, pictured reviews = number of reviews 
exist with pictures/total number of reviews. In both Tmall and JD pictured reviews mean the 
number of reviews consists of pictures which also exist in the top of the reviews section. 
Pictured reviews (M= 0.16, SD=0.18) considered as a main independent variable which 
affects the dependent variable online seller product rating (M=4.87, SD=0.11) (see Table 2). 
Our collected data have two different rating measurement scale. Tmall.com rating comes 
with the numerical measure from 0-5 and JD.com rating comes with the numerical measure 
from 0-100. To uniform both rating scale we divided JD.com rating with 20 that is similar 
with Tmall.com.  

3.3.2.  Control Variable 
Extraneous effects are controlled by numerous variables related to review type, platform of 
our sample. Review type related control variable is (1) 2nd-time reviews (M=0.03, SD=0.07) 
which posted by a consumer after a certain time of consuming the product with/without 
pictures. 2nd-time reviews also anticipated as a ratio of the number of 2nd-time reviews to 
the number of total reviews. Since it also has picture existence we consider this indirect 
effect as a control variable. Platform type related control variable is (2) platform which is a 
dichotomous variable where 0=Jd.com and 1=Tmall.com. Both platforms have a similar 
pattern of reviews with text and pictures, so we consider this indirect effect as the control 
variable.  
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Table 2. Descriptive information. 
Variable N Mean SD Percentile 
    Min 25% 50% 75% Max 
Pictured reviews 15,621 0.16 0.18 0.0 0.05 0.10 0.20 1.00 
Pictured reviews2 15,621 0.06 0.13 0.0 0.00 0.01 0.04 1.00 
2nd time reviews 15,621 0.03 0.07 0.0 0.00 0.01 0.03 1.00 
Product price 15,621 2.58 0.99 -0.1 1.77 2.41 3.58 4.71 
Brand type 15,621 0.29 0.45 0.0 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 

- Local 11,155        
- Foreign 4,466        

Brand Familiarity 15,621 2.84 1.66 1.0 1.00 3.00 5.00 5.00 
Goods type 15,621 0.51 0.50 0 0 1 1 1 

- Search 7,661        
- Experience 7,960        

Platform 15,621 0.34 0.47 0.0 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 
- JD.com 1,0275        
- Tmall.com 5,346        

Rating 15,621 4.87 0.11 3.60 4.80 4.90 4.95 5.00 
After centering the variable (exclude dichotomous variable) 
Pictured reviews 15,621 0.00 0.18 -0.16 -0.11 -

0.06 
0.04 0.84 

Pictured reviews2 15,621 0.03 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.70 
2nd time reviews 15,621 -0.00 0.07 -0.03 -0.03 -

0.02 
-
0.00 

0.97 

Product price 15,621 -0.00 0.99 -2.68 -0.81 -
0.17 

1.00 2.13 

Brand Familiarity 15,621 0.00 1.66 -1.84 -1.84 0.16 2.16 2.16 

3.3.3.  Moderating variable 
Moderating variables were anticipated by numerous variable related to price, product, and 
brands as interaction effect to the relation of pictured reviews and ratings [62]. Moderator 
variables are (1) product price (M=2.58, SD=0.99). Since the price variation is very high as 
well vary product to product, we scale the product price by logarithm base 10 to minimize 
the variation effect as well as help for regression analysis; (2) goods type which is a 
dichotomous variable where 0=search goods and 1=experience goods; (3) brand type which 
is a dichotomous variable where 0=local brands and 1=foreign brands; (4) brand familiarity 
score (M=2.84, SD=1.66) which considered as continuous categorical variable measured on 
5 Likert point scale where 1=strongly not well known brand and 5=strongly well-known 
brand. A questionnaire survey was conducted through wjx.cn to collect the brand knowledge 
data for each category of product.  

We then center the continuous independent variable (IV) by subtracting the sample mean 
to further reduce multicollinearity between its direct and quadratic terms [63]. Descriptive 
information is shown in Table 2 after centering the continuous IV. Table 3 shows the 
correlation matrix for the variables and we find a significant correlation on pictured reviews, 
price, brand type, goods type, and brand familiarity as our major concern of this research.  
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Table 3. Correlation matrix 
Constructs (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
1 Pictured reviews 1         
2 Pictured reviews2 0.93 1        
3 2nd time reviews 0.56 0.51 1       
4 Product price 0.57 0.43 0.36 1      
5 Brand type 0.11 0.09 0.09 0.17 1     
6 Brand Familiarity 0.31 0.22 0.19 0.58 0.38 1    
7 Goods type -0.50 -0.37 -0.33 -0.86 -0.07 -0.55 1   
8 Platform 0.22 0.20 0.40 0.12 0.09 0.01 0.03 1  
9 Rating -0.02 0.05 -0.15 -0.10 -0.03 -0.07 0.13 -0.27 1 

3.4. Data analysis 
Prior to regression analysis, our data were examined as follows. First, the rating was 
truncated below 3.5 scale, because 0 numerical rating has no transaction records, hence 0 
numerical rating was unnecessary for us. In addition, below 3.5 numerical rating tends to 
have very low transaction records as well suspicious as an outlier. So we exclude datasets 
below 3.5 numerical ratings motivated by the winsorized method to reduce the potential bias 
caused by spurious extreme values [64]. We also excluded the 0 value of pictured reviews 
proportion since our main concern is to see the pictured reviews relation with the rating, any 
proportion with zero value of pictured reviews is out of our research scope. Second, we 
examined the data for influential outliers by calculating Cooks’ distance [63]. Cooks’ 
distance values were all significantly below one for each performance measure. These results 
indicate that our analysis is unlikely to be influenced by extreme outliers. Third, we center 
the continuous IV in order to improve the regression results.  

Moderated multiple regression (MMR) analysis conducted using robust regression [65] 
technique and iteratively reweighted least squares (IRLS) method. Robust regression has 
great advantages over ordinary least squares (OLS) method in presence of outlier effect. 
Robust regression also applicable in heteroscedasticity case that comes from the large 
difference among size and observations due to a different category of products and variety of 
explanatory variable factors in our research case.  

For the moderation effect to the pictured reviews and rating relationship, we use the 
model 2 provided by the [66]. We use pictured reviews as a main independent variable. 
Pictured reviews square term as a quadratic effect of pictured reviews, product price, goods 
type, brand type, brand familiarity as moderating role [67] to the relation of pictured reviews 
and numerical online seller product rating while controlling the 2nd time reviews and 
platform effect to the relation. To analyze the effect from our hypothesis we using moderated 
multiple regression (MMR) as equation 1: 
Rating    = β0+ β2Pictured Reviews+ β3 Pictured Review2+ β4 2nd time reviews+ β5 Product 
Price 

+ β6  Brand   Type+ β6  Brand Familiarity+ β8 Good Type+ β9 Platform 
+ β10 Pictured reviews x Product price+ β11 Pictured reviews x Brand type 
+ β12  Pictured reviews x Goods type + β13 Pictured reviews x Brand Familiarity 
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4. Results 
Multiple robust regression analysis using the Iteratively Reweighted Least Squares (IRLS) 
method was conducted in R. Table 4 shows our regression analysis results as a test for the 
independent, control, and moderator variable to the dependent variable. Significant F-
statistics values of F (12, 15608) = 215.9, p=0.000 and R2 values of 14.2% suggest that our 
models explain a significant portion of the variation of each performance measure. Results 
also show low standard error (SE). Since our sample size > 30, we use two-tailed z test for p-
value which also significant in overall.  
 

Table 4. Regression Analysis Results 
Variable Coeff SE z P>|z| 
Constant 4.8587 0.002 2665.025 0.000 
Pictured reviews -0.1332 0.016 -8.244 0.000 
Pictured reviews2 0.2525 0.018 13.763 0.000 
2nd time reviews -0.1031 0.014 -7.265 0.000 
Product price 0.0234 0.002 13.664 0.000 
Brand type -0.0037 0.002 -2.137 0.033 
Brand Familiarity -0.0017 0.001 -2.941 0.003 
Goods type 0.0612 0.003 17.877 0.000 
Platform -0.0758 0.002 -44.315 0.000 
Pictured reviews x 
  Product price 

0.1181 0.013 8.983 0.000 

Pictured reviews x 
  Brand type 

-0.0222 0.010 -2.188 0.029 

Pictured reviews x 
  Goods type 

0.1250 0.031 4.098 0.000 

Pictured reviews x 
  Brand Familiarity 

0.0087 0.003 2.568 0.010 

R2 = 14.2%, F(12,15608) = 215.9, p=0.000,N=15,621 

4.1. Quadratic effect 
Results show the negative associations between the pictured reviews and the seller product 
rating (β = -0.1332, p < 0.01), but the quadratic term of the pictured reviews (pictured 
reviews2) show the expected positive associations with the seller product rating (β = 0.2525, 
p < 0.01). Result shows the decreasing effect for low pictured reviews to the rating whereas 
increase effect for high pictured reviews to the rating (see Fig. 4). The decrease and increase 
effect is caused by together with reviews number (effect 1) and the ratio of pictured reviews 
(effect 2).  
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Fig. 4. Pictured reviews and online seller product rating 
 

From the correlation result shows that reviews have a negative relation with rating (r=-
0.014), that is: rating decreases with the increase of reviews. So, when effect 1(high number 
of reviews) is greater than effect 2 (low ratio of pictured reviews) the relation tend to 
decrease since in the decreasing region total reviews number are very high compared to 
pictured reviews number, when effect 1 (low or high number of reviews) is less than effect 2 
(high ratio of pictured reviews) the relation tend to increase since in the increasing region 
total reviews number are not high compared to pictured reviews number. Consumer-
generated pictures (CGP) reflect the real information of the product. If the consumer claims 
with both reviews and pictures the product selling quantity will be low consequently review 
numbers can’t be high. On the other hand, if the product is good consumers may post more 
pictures with the high rating, consequently increasing the selling rate and the number of 
reviews with the high rating. Hence if the high number of reviews with the high volume of 
pictured reviews exist in a product that will generate a high rating. So in overall CGP 
presence in the reviews improve the online seller product rating as our mentioned H1.  

4.2. Moderation effect 

4.2.1.  Product price 
We found that interaction between the pictured reviews and product price is significant (β = 
0.1181, p < 0.000). Pictured reviews have a different effect to rating in the presence of price 
(See Fig. 5A). Here rating was calculated for low (1 SD below mean), med (the mean), and 
high (1 SD above mean) [68] of both pictured reviews and product price to fig. the 
moderation effect. This method is widely used to calculate the moderation effect historically. 
Rating increased positively for pictured reviews (low-med-high) in the presence of product 
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price. Particularly we can say that for low product price pictured reviews to rating relation 
tend to more negative and it is increasing positively when the product price going to high. So 
H2a hypothesis supported as our expectation: Product price positively moderates the 
association between pictured reviews and ratings.   

 

Fig. 5. Moderation effect of price, brand type, goods type and brand familiarity on pictured reviews – 
rating 

4.2.2.  Brand type (local brand vs. foreign brand) 
We noticed that interaction between the pictured reviews and brand type is also significant (β 
= -0.0222, p < 0.029) but less than product price. Pictured reviews have a diverse influence 
to rating in the presence of brand type (local brand vs. foreign brand) (See Fig. 5B). Rating 
increased negatively for pictured reviews (low-med-high) in the presence of brand type 
(local brand vs. foreign brand). Particularly we can say that, for a local brand, pictured 
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reviews to rating relation tend to less negative and where for the foreign brand pictured 
reviews to rating relation tend to more negative. So H2b hypothesis supported as our 
anticipation: Foreign brand more negatively moderates the association between pictured 
reviews and ratings than the local brand.   

4.2.3.  Goods type (search goods vs. experience goods) 
A significant interaction between the pictured reviews and goods type identified (β = 0.1250, 
p < 0.000) depicting the important relation of pictured reviews and goods type. Pictured 
reviews reflect contrasting effect to rating in the presence of goods type (search goods vs. 
experience brand) (See Fig. 5C). Rating increased positively for pictured reviews (low-med-
high) in the presence of goods type. Particularly we can say that, for search goods pictured 
reviews to rating relation tend to more negative and where for the experience goods pictured 
reviews to rating relation tend to less negative and increasing to positive. So H2c hypothesis 
supported as our contemplation: goods type positively moderates the association between 
pictured reviews and ratings.   

4.2.4.  Brand familiarity (not well known – well known) 
A less significant (β = 0.0087, p < 0.010) value noticed for relation of pictured reviews and 
brand familiarity. Distinct responses of pictured reviews to rating in the presence of brand 
familiarity (See Fig. 5D) were noticed through the moderation effect of brand familiarity. 
Rating increased positively for pictured reviews (low-med-high) in the presence of brand 
familiarity (low-med-high). Particularly we can say that, for a less known brand, pictured 
reviews to rating relation tend to more negative and it is slightly increasing positively when 
the brand familiarity going low to high. So H2d hypothesis supported as our apprehension: 
brand familiarity positively moderates the association between pictured reviews and ratings.   

5. General conclusions 

With the availability of internet facilities and emerging of high-speed digital devices and 
technologies, more and more multimedia strategies such as seller generated video and image 
presentation, seller generated tiny video displaying the application of the products, 
consumer-generated images and videos in OCRs will be applied in the ecommerce domain to 
induce consumer behavior and improve the selling rate. These multimedia strategies will 
continue to advance rapidly with continuous evolvement in the ecommerce sector. Parallel to 
these multimedia strategies efficient application, it is contemporary demand to realize the 
underlying mechanism by which multimedia strategies influence the consumer behavior, 
decision-making process, and selling rate in digital commerce domain. After exploring and 
investigating the online seller product rating induced by the stimuli of picture presence in 
OCRs, this research delivers new meaningful insights into consumer psychology, decision-
making process, online retailing, and operation management domain. Using the real OCRs 
data of two top popular ecommerce platforms in China which have greater reliability than 
previous studies, this original research article investigated the relevant influence of pictures 
in reviews to online seller product rating. Our study particularly delineates that picture 
presence in reviews improves the online seller product rating. Seller product rating is one of 
the key concern of both consumer and seller. This rating reflects the holistic meaning of the 
retailer’s parameters such as loyalty, trust, quality, service level, and price premium. Thus by 
improving the rating, retailers passively improving their all parameters with selling rate.   
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5.1. Theoretical implications 
The outcomes of this research afford the pragmatic support for Dual Coding Theory (DCT) 
in the context of ecommerce. Pictures presence in OCRs as a stimulus that influences how 
consumer react to the online seller product rating in the context of ecommerce environment 
[11, 69].  Following and supporting the DCT as one of the seminal information processing 
theory in the context of search and experience goods in ecommerce, this research discovered 
that consumer-generated pictures as visual stimuli activate imagery processing in parallel 
with the textual reviews as verbal representations [43].  It also proves that pictures in OCRs 
as additional influences of imagery and verbal processing are more influential than only 
textual reviews as verbal code [48]. 

The observations of this study prominently extend the existing literature about online 
consumer reviews (OCRs). Our empirical study provides two important contributions to the 
field of OCRs. First, whereas previous research focused on OCRs comprehension, 
assessment, readability, sentiments, understandability, performance [20, 30, 54, 70] and trust, 
consumer behavior, purchasing intention, consumer e-loyalty based on OCRs [36, 71] this 
effortful study investigates the influence of picture existence in reviews to ratings for the 
product in online shopping. Especially prior research concerning few contributions about the 
picture influence to rating in the OCRs area.  

Second, prior research focused on OCRs helpfulness, consumer behavior on OCRs, 
digital product presentation based on product type (search and experience goods) [61]. But 
only few research shows contribution about moderation effect on pictured reviews to seller 
product rating by the interaction of product price, brand type (local vs. foreign brand), brand 
familiarity (not well known – well known) and goods type (search vs. experience goods). 
This extensive research observes the moderation effect of relevant variables such as product 
price, brand type (local vs. foreign), brand familiarity (not well known –well known), and 
goods type (search vs. experience). A quadratic effect of pictured reviews also observed as 
the moderation role. Significant relation of pictured reviews with product price, brand type 
(local vs. foreign), brand familiarity (not well known –well known), and goods type (search 
vs. experience) was noticed and their moderation effect to the relation of pictured reviews 
and rating also fig.d through results section.  

5.2. Managerial implications 
In addition to the contributions of research on ecommerce, our study also offers important 
implications for practitioners, online retailers, marketplace vendor, and manufacturer. 
Influence of picture presence in reviews to rating is an ambiguous and opaque term to 
researchers and retailers where they are yet to hesitate about picture presence advantage or 
disadvantage and sentiments of CGP in OCRs. Our fruitful research delineates that picture 
presence in reviews improve the rating which can increase the awareness of picture influence 
to rating, consequently increasing the selling rate and trust of online retailer and reducing the 
ambiguity about picture influence. With the advantages of information technology, online 
selling competition becomes furious and strategic. More sellers and online marketplaces are 
striving to increase OCR elements in various display technic. Through the information 
availability, consumers can easily obtain the product information from online by a click of 
matter. Furthermore, several pieces of research have shown that OCRs are the more reliable 
source of product information than seller created information in the online marketplace. 
Effects of OCRs are ubiquitous in the ecommerce area, through various ways they are 
helpful to consumers, retailers, and vendors. OCRs greatly affect online consumer 
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purchasing behavior, trust, helpfulness. Furthermore, it is beneficial for the manufacturer. 
Nowadays some manufacturers potentially depend on social media and OCRs as a tool to 
market their product and reputation. Hence, online consumer reviews, rating, and their 
interaction are the crucial demand for both online retailers, vendors, and marketplace owners. 
Online seller/retailers can take the advantages of picture presence in the consumer reviews to 
improve their selling rate and reputation as a sense of consumer trust. They can attract more 
buyer by consumer-generated pictures (CGP) and information as evidence of their service, 
support, and product quality. Online retailers can use the CGP in the reviews as a tool of 
product application and features. Marketplace owner can take the advantages of pictures as 
quality control of their seller. They can get enough proof and evidence about the quality of 
the seller product by the CGP in the reviews. On the contrary, they can use CGP as a 
marketing tool to for their marketplace. A manufacturer also can get the advantages from 
CGP. Some seller may sell the fake product and refurbished product by the name of one 
popular brand, so the manufacturer can trace this CGP to get the proper information about 
how the online seller product sales and quality of their product. Conversely, more CGP will 
increase their brand reputation and marketing.  

5.3. Limitation and Future research 
This study features some limitations. We collected data displayed in both jd.com and 
Taobao.com for the total quantity of reviews and pictured reviews but we cannot guarantee 
these data are accurate. Since we cannot get reviews more than 2000 for reviews of the 
individual product on both platforms. So we were unable to cross-check the data accuracy 
due to invisibility of full reviews set. Future research can be done where the complete set of 
individual reviews are visible or simulation-based pictured reviews to see the pictured 
reviews relations to the rating. Nowadays OCRs are the active research area especially for 
marketing, retailing, consumer behavior, trust and so on. More and more researcher focusing 
their research on OCRs by numerous technique such as regression analysis, fsQCA, meta-
analysis, Monte- Carlo, SEM, data mining approach etc. Considering pictured reviews 
importance to the seller, vendor, manufacturer we recommend future research on the 
following directions: (1) our research is based on cross-sectional data, so researcher may find 
the pictured reviews effect to rating for longitudinal (panel) data, (2) this research find the 
pictured reviews and rating relation of one product link that is overall rating for one product, 
we didn’t research for every review, so researcher may find the pictured reviews and rating 
relations for every review generated by consumer, (3) find the trustworthiness and 
purchasing decision relation based on pictured reviews, (4) for the marketing practitioners, 
they may find the pictured reviews effect on selling rate, (5) for the data mining researcher 
they can find the fake comments the comments by considering pictured reviews as a new 
degree of data. Such kind of extensive research can be helpful for managerial implications 
and can advance the new explanation of pictures to rating relationship. 
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